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Oman Air reward top performing travel agent from Q3 2017
with a Mini Cooper
Date: 28 November 2017

Oman Air has announced the third winner of its popular quarterly incentive scheme for travel agents
in Oman. Mr Tanveer Kazi of Marmul Travel & Tours was rewarded with a brand new Mini Cooper in
recognition of his excellent sales in the third quarter of 2017.
The car was presented to Mr Kazi at the Oman Air HQ, by the Acting CEO, Eng. Abdulaziz Al Raisi. The
Country Manager for Oman Air, Mr Jamal Al Azki, who was instrumental in executing this reward
scheme said: “This incentive scheme is aimed at encouraging travel agents to achieve higher sales
for Oman Air. It was gratifying to see the high levels of sales this quarter and agents have worked
hard selling a high number of Oman Air ﬂights. This quarter’s winning agent can be proud of his
excellent achievement in encouraging even more people to ﬂy with our airline.”
The winner, Mr Kazi said: “I am delighted to accept this very generous award, and initiatives like this
are very motivating for those of us working in the tourism sector. I would like to thank Oman Air
sincerely for pioneering such a rewarding scheme. I enjoy the challenge of my job every day,
searching for the best travel value for my customers at Marmul Travel & Tours. Oman Air products are
a pleasure to promote and the fact that the airline has over 180 ﬂights every day to key destinations
around the world deﬁnitely help make our targets more achievable.”
Marmul Travel & Tours is one of the top travel operators in Oman who oﬀers competitive prices, and

good customer services. They were founded in 1988 and have earned their title as one of the most
well respected travel agencies operating in Oman. They have a host of branches conveniently located
across the country, and this has made them a trusted agency for many travellers.
This exciting scheme is another opportunity for Oman Air to extend a hand of good will and recognise
those travel agents who have shown loyalty to the airline by generating maximum sales. The scheme
rewards the best-selling travel agent for each quarter with a Mini Cooper, which comes in addition to
the support that Oman Air already oﬀers agencies for training and joint marketing.
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